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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider an ordinary linear differential equation with rational functions as 
coefficients 
CD) 
d”- ‘y 
g+pI(z)dx”-i+.. .+p4)g+p,(z)y = 0 pi(z) E C(z). 
Let y1,y2,. . . ,yn be a basis of solutions in a Picard-Vessiot extension cor- 
responding to (D). Let R be the polynomial ring in the n2 variables 
X,, i,j= l,... ,n and l/W where W = det(XU), i.e. R = C(z)[X,,, l/W]. Let Z 
be the ideal defined by 
Z = {Q E R 1 Q($“) = 0). 
The evalution Q $- ‘) 
( > 
is obtained by the substitution X, + $I) in Q. The 
group GL(n, C) acts on R via (Xi,) -+ (&)g for every g E GL(n, C). We denote 
the image under g of any subset S c R by Sg. The differential galois group of 
(D) is defined by 
G = {g E GL(n,C) 1 Is = I}. 
We recall one of the basic results in differential Galois theory. 
Theorem 1.1. Let Q E R and suppose that Q isjixed under all elements of G. Then 
the evaluation Q(yj’- “) is contained in C(z). 
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For more results in this direction we refer to the introductions [Ka] and [S]. 
It is an outstanding problem to find an algorithm which, given (D), de- 
termines its differential galois group G. For n = 1 the problem is not hard since 
we only have the possibilities G = C’ or G is a finite cyclic group of roots of 
unity. When IZ = 2 we have the algorithm of Kovacic [Kov], which is now im- 
plemented in Maple. For n = 3 there is an algorithm by Singer and Ulmer [SU]. 
Recently Compoint and Singer [CS] managed to find an algorithm which, in 
theory, works for completely reducible equations of any order n. We added the 
provision ‘in theory’, since the amount of computation involved increases more 
than exponentially with n. Even for small values of n I would not recommend 
this algorithm for practical computations. However, [CS] is the first paper in 
which the existence of a general purpose algorithm is shown. There are two re- 
cent results which have made this algorithm possible. Firstly there is the very 
nice and surprising work of Compoint [Cl, who gave a description of Z in terms 
of the invariants under G in the ring C[Xi,]. The second result consists of work 
by Van Hoeij and J.A. Weil [HW] who gave an algorithm which, given (D) and 
any N, computes all invariants of degree N. 
It is the result of [C] on which I like to elaborate. While studying this paper I 
found it hard to follow the author’s argument since several vector spaces play a 
role at the same time and since the procedure of taking duals of vector spaces is 
abundantly used. In order to get a better grip on everything that happens in [C] 
I reconstructed a proof of Compoint’s main theorem which, at least to me, 
clarified the ingredients and steps involved. It is the purpose of this note to 
present this proof, which basically follows Compoint’s proof in a different lan- 
guage. 
Roughly speaking, Compoint’s theorem states that Z is generated over’R by 
the invariants contained in I. More precisely, an invariant under G is an ele- 
ment P E R such that Pg = P for every g E G. If, moreover, we have P E Z we 
call P an invariant in I. We note that any invariant 
r: 
ives rise to an invariant in Z 
as follows. The evaluation of an invariant P to P(yj’- “) is fixed by G, hence the 
evaluation equals an element f E C(z). So P -f E Z and P -f is an invariant 
under G. 
Theorem 1.2 (E. Compoint). Let notation be as above and suppose G is a re- 
ductive group. Then the ideal Z is generated by the invariants it contains. 
Note that any invariant under G in R can be written as a C(z)-linear combina- 
tion of G-invariants from @[X,, l/W]. Secondly, since the ring of invariants 
under a reductive group is finitely generated we have the following immediate 
corollary. 
Corollary 1.3. Let assumptions be as in Cornpoint’s theorem. Let PI, . . . , P, be 
a set of generators for the C-algebra of G-invariants in @[Xv, l/W]. Choose 
fl,. . . ,fr E C(z) such that Pi -h E Z for i = 1,. . . , r. Then Z is generated over R 
bythePi-J;:wherei= l,...,r. 
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We remark that forf;: E @( z we simply take the evaluation of Pi in the point 
x, -+ yj”). 
) 
Theorem 1.1 tells us that these evaluations are in C(z). 
2. THE PROOF 
The group GL(n, C) acts on the field C(z, Xv) by right action g : (Xv) H (X,)g 
for every g E GL(n, C) or by left action g : (Xv) Hg[(Xg). The left action of g 
on P E R is denoted by PH~P. The following theorem is basic to everything 
that follows. 
Theorem 2.1 (First main theorem of invariant theory). Let P E C[Xq] and sup- 
pose there exists to every g E GL(n,C) a number x(g) such that Pg = x(g)P. 
Then, there exists X E @ and N E Z>o such that P = xdet(X~)~. Moreover, _ 
x(g) = detklN. 
A proof of the SL(n, C) version of this theorem can be found in [FH, Appendix 
F]. We shall need the following generalisation, 
Proposition 2.2. Let r E C(z, Xi,). Suppose there is a one-dimensional character 
x : GL(n, C) + C(z)* such that fl = x(g)r for every g E GL(n, C). Then there 
exist X E C(z) and N E Z such that r = X det(X,)‘v. 
Proof. Write r = P/Q where P, Q E C(z)[X,]. We assume that P, Q have no 
common factors. Let g E GL(n,@). From rg = x(g)r we derive that 
PQg - x(g)PgQ = 0. Since P and Q have no common factors and since 
@(z)[XU] is a unique factorisation domain we conclude that PlPgQ + PjPg. 
Conversely we see that PglP. Hence Pg = X(g)P for some X(g) E C(z). Simi- 
larly Qg = x’(g)Q for some X’(g) E C(z). 
It thus remains to prove our proposition for elements r E C(z)[Xg]. First let 
us specialize to z = a say. Denote the specialisation of r, x(g) by r,, x(g), re- 
spectively. Then, rf = x(g) ara for all g E GL(n, C). By Theorem 2.1 we have 
ra = J~,det(X~)~ for some integer N. Since N is always integral it is a locally 
constant function of a, hence constant. The dependence of X, on a can be in- 
ferred from comparison of coefficients and we conclude that X, is a rational 
function of a. Hence our proposition is proved. 0 
Our main application is the following. 
Theorem 2.3. Let PI, . . . , P, E R and suppose they generate a C(z) vector space of 
dimension r. Suppose moreover that this vector space is stable under the right ac- 
tion of GL(n, C). Then there exist gl, . . . ,g, E GL(n, C) such that 
det(g’Pj) = xdet(XU)N 
for some X E C(z) \ (0) and N E Z. In particular we may takegl = e, the identity 
element. 
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Note that in det(aPj) we really mean the left action of GL(n, C) on the Pj. The 
purpose of this left action is to generate independent polynomial vector spaces 
which have isomorphic representations with respect to the right action of 
GL(n, C). 
Proof. Let s be the c(z, &)-rank of the set of vectors g(P1, . . . , Pr) where g runs 
through GL(n, C) and choose gt, . . . ,gs such that gi(P1,. . . , P,) (i = 1,. . . , s) is 
a basis. Note that we can take gt = e. 
Suppose s < r. Let 
By ni we denote the determinant of the submatrix of P after deletion of the i-th 
column. Without loss of generality we can assume A,+ 1 # 0. We have trivially 
AlPl - A2P2 +. ..+ (-l)“A,+IPs+l = 0. 
Note that for all i the quotient AilAs+ stays fixed under the left action of 
GL(n, C). Hence AilA,+, E C(z). But this implies that PI,. . . , Ps+l are C(z)- 
linear dependent, contradicting our assumptions. So we conclude that s = r. 
Thus it follows that A = det(g’Pj)i,j= t ,,, r # 0. Moreover, there is a multi- 
plicative character x : GL(n, C) + C(zj*’ such that Ag = x(g)A for all 
g E GL(n, C). Hence A = xdet(Xq)N for some non-zero X E d=(z) and 
NEZ. 0 
Proof of Cornpoint’s theorem. Let P E I. We will show that Plies in the R-ideal 
generated by the invariants in I. Denote by PGL(n)C) the C(z)-vector space 
< Pg >g~ GL(n,C) and by PG the vector space < Pg >gcG. Since these spaces 
consist of polynomials whose total degree is 5 the total degree of P, these 
spaces are finite dimensional. Suppose that PcL(nl@) has dimension r and PG 
dimension t. Choose PI,. . . , P, such that PI = P, PG = < PI,. . , P, >c(+ 
pGLW = < P I,..., P, >qz) and such that < Pr+l, . . . , P, >qr) is G-stable. The 
latter condition can be fulfilled because G is a reductive group. Notice in par- 
ticular that P E Z implies PI,. . . , Pt E I. According to our proposition there 
exist gl = e,g2,. . . , g, E GL(n, C) such that 
A = det(g’Pj)i,j=l ,___, r = xdet(Xg)v 
for some non-zero X E c(z). Since det(X,)N e Z we can be sure that t < r. 
We now compute A by expansion along its first t columns. Denote for any 
ordered t-tuple J = fjl, . . . ,jl}, 
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and let QJ be the co-subdeterminant of PJ. Then 
A = C *PiI ,_.., i,Qi, ,.__, i,. 
il < < i, 
Since A $ Z there is a t-tuple K = {ki, . . , k,} such that PKQK 6 I. Since PJ E Z 
whenever 1 E .Z we can be sure that 1 pI K. Because < PI,. . . , Pl >c(~) is right 
G-stable we see that there is a character x : G + C(z)* such that p” = x(g)PJ 
for every g E G and every t-tuple J. Similarly the QJ transform under a char- 
acter x’. From the expansion of A it then follows that x(g)x’(g) = det(g)v for 
all g E G. Denote W = det(Xv), then PJQL/ WN is a G-invariant for every pair 
of t-tuples J, L. 
Letf be the evaluation of PKQK/ WN in Xv + $‘). Then, by Theorem 1.1, 
f E C(z). In particular, PKQK/ WN -f is a G-invariant lying in I. Since 
PKQK p? Z we see thatf(z) is not identically zero. 
Let ko = 1, PO = PI = P. Denote by K(s) the sequence obtained from 
{ko,ki,... , k,} by deletion of k,. In particular, K(0) = K. Note that the de- 
terminant det(gk, Pj)i,i=o ,,,,, f is zero because the two first columns are equal. By 
expansion in its first column we find the trivial identity 
0 = PPK(,,) - gk’ PPK(i) + ’ ’ . f gk’PPK(l). 
Multiply on both sides by QK/ WN and subtractfp to obtain 
Note that we have now written -fP as an R-linear combination of G-invariants 
in I. 0 
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